The Antioxidant Butylated Hydroxytoluene Prevents Early Cholesterol-induced Microcirculatory Changes in Rabbits
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Abstract

Microcirculation was studied during 10 wk in untreated rabbits (n = 13) and in rabbits treated with dietary addition of 1% cholesterol (n = 13), 1% cholesterol + 1% of the antioxidant BHT (butylated hydroxytoluene) (n = 11), or 1% BHT (n = 5). The studies were performed by direct intravitral microscopic imaging of the left and right conjunctivae with the use of a stereo microscope and a high resolution television camera. Microvessel diameter, erythrocyte flow velocity, and microhemorheologic conditions were evaluated quantitatively via a computer-assisted digital image processing system.

Significant and marked changes occurred in all the above variables as a consequence of cholesterol feeding. After 3 wk of feeding there was a dramatic decrease (~ 30%) in blood flow velocity in arterioli of the third order (P < 0.0001), accompanied by aggregation of cells in 40–50% of the smaller conjunctival vessels (P < 0.0001). These changes were enhanced further during the following 7 wk of treatment. All the above changes in the microcirculation were markedly reduced by the addition of BHT treatment. The diameter of the above arterioli decreased in the purely cholesterol-fed group (P < 0.005), whereas this did not occur in the group fed both cholesterol and BHT. In rabbits fed BHT in the absence of cholesterol, there was no significant effect on any assessed microcirculatory variable.

In conclusion, the results demonstrate that the antioxidant BHT prevented early cholesterol-induced microcirculatory changes. This prevention occurred in the absence of a reduction of blood lipid levels. The results provide strong support for the hypothesis that a considerable part of the effects on microcirculation in hypercholesterolemia may be due to cholesterol-induced oxidations and not to cholesterol itself. The results are discussed in relation to the previously demonstrated antiatherogenic effect of BHT and the possible use of antioxidants in the therapy and prophylaxis of atherosclerosis. (J. Clin. Invest. 1994. 93:2732–2737.) Key words: microcirculation • hypercholesterolemia • atherosclerosis • blood flow velocity • arteriolar diameter

Introduction

The most obvious result of atherosclerosis is noticed in the large arteries, the atherosclerotic plaques. Much is known concerning the sequence of their development, and every month new information is unraveled about the intricate interaction between cells and cytokines in the vessel wall. The microcirculatory system of arterioles, capillaries, and venules has attracted much less interest. The limited interest in microcirculation is surprising in view of the fact that the general consequences of a compromised flow in the arteries can be expected to be reflected in this system. It is possible that early microcirculatory changes may affect the susceptibility for degenerative changes in the arteries. Changes in the microcirculatory system due to the atherosclerotic process might even precede the changes known to occur in the arterial system. Thus, dietary-induced hypercholesterolemia in rats has been shown recently to result in microvascular (and large artery) dysfunction before development of histological signs associated with atherosclerosis (1).

There are relatively few published studies on cholesterol-induced changes in the microcirculation (1–4), and the mechanism behind these changes has not been completely clarified. However, it has been reported that hypercholesterolemia modifies the macromolecular leakage from postcapillary venules in response to serotonin (1). In rats, hypercholesterolemia may cause an early depression of the response to endothelium-derived relaxing factor (EDRF)1 in microvessels (1). Evidence has also been presented that hypercholesterolemia may impair endothelium-dependent dilation of the coronary microcirculation in patients and that this impairment can be restored by short-term administration of arginine (4).

In this study, we demonstrate early and dramatic cholesterol-induced changes in the microcirculation of rabbits. A substantial part of these changes could be prevented by addition of the antioxidant butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) to the diet. We have shown previously that this treatment prevents the development of atherosclerosis in the same animal model (5). Thus, oxidative mechanisms might be important not only for modification of lipoproteins (6) but also for the microcirculation.

Methods

Animals, feeding, and observation conditions. 44 young male New Zealand White rabbits, with an average weight of 2.6 kg, were housed individually under conditions of 12-h light/dark periods. 13 rabbits

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: BHT, butylated hydroxytoluene; EDRF, endothelium-derived relaxing factor.
were fed standard chow during 10 wk. Another 13 rabbits were fed standard chow supplemented with 1% (wt/wt) cholesterol. 13 rabbits were fed a diet supplemented with both 1% cholesterol and 1% (wt/wt) BHT only. Cholesterol and BHT were pelleted into the rabbit chow without using solubilizing vehicles.

Initially, as well as after 3, 6, and 10 wk, the microcirculatory vessels of the conjunctival plexus of both eyes of each rabbit were examined by a long focus stereo microscope. The images were recorded with a video camera (compare below). Efforts were made to put the focus to the same area of conjunctiva on each eye of all the rabbits. A total observation time of a minimum of 2 min was used for each rabbit eye. The observations were made without actually touching the conjunctiva, under awake conditions, and without anesthesia or other drugs. The animals were placed in a standard box for blood sampling during the observations. The recordings and evaluations were performed without any knowledge to which feeding group each rabbit belonged, and rabbits from the four groups were mixed in random order.

One of the rabbits in the group fed cholesterol and BHT had to be excluded from the study because of a spinal injury. Another rabbit from this group was excluded because of an unclear microscopic view from the start of the study and onwards.

Distribution of microvessels on the bulbar conjunctiva. The main artery in the conjunctiva, the anterior ciliar artery, penetrates the sclera and enters the bulbus in front of the limbus. Before penetration, the anterior conjunctival artery branches off. This study was made on arterioli of the third order belonging to the anterior conjunctival artery. In addition, the true capillary network at the limbus of the cornea was studied.

Equipment and methods used for image processing. The microcirculatory events in the conjunctivae of the rabbits were recorded using a video camera (CCD AXC-D7CE; Sony) and a videocassette recorder (SLV-373; Sony) and were viewed on a high-resolution color monitor (PVM-1443 MD; Sony). The system is based on an IBM computer (386/40). A dynamic and still imaging separation processing mode was designed for development of a digital microcirculation image workstation. A special video digitizer (15 MHz alternating/direct current, 4 × 512 × 512 × 8 bits framebuffer and RGB digital analogue outputs) was used for on-line grabbing of the video microscopy images as well as for on-line dynamic image processing. The system and its use have been described recently in detail elsewhere (7). The system allows the microvascular contour line and diameter, the blood flow velocity, and other variables to be extracted from any area of the network and measured. Furthermore, the procedure also includes a special images shading function for correcting erasing vestiges of the assembly and heavy complicated background.

Measurement of microvessel diameter. The microvessel diameter (arterioli of the third order belonging to the anterior conjunctival artery) was measured with the above equipment using an autotracking measuring method (8). For a more detailed description of the general methodology see reference 9. Three independent measurements were made in each eye on each occasion. The arterial diameter (µm) was thus calculated as a mean of six measurements for each rabbit on each occasion. The reproducibility and intraindividual variation were tested by duplicate blinded measurements on 13 individual rabbits on two occasions. The coefficient of variation was found to be 8.4%.

Measurement of blood cell flow velocity. Using the above equipment, a computer-generated flying spot technique was used to determine blood cell flow velocity in the microvessels (arterioli of the third order belonging to the anterior conjunctival artery) (7, 10, 11). In this method, a flying spot is positioned close to the capillary of interest by means of horizontal and vertical position controls. The speed of the flying spot is adjusted until corresponding to the velocity of the optical signals in the capillary. Before the measurements, the total magnification coefficient of the microscope video imaging system was obtained by using a micrometer to define the pixel length (µm/pixel). The velocity of the flying spots was calibrated by a standard velocity generator (model 210; IPM, Inc., San Diego, CA). Based on the calibration, the accuracy of this method was found to be 0.07 mm/s at velocities ranging from 0 to 1 mm/s. Also in this case, three independent measurements were made in each eye on each occasion. The blood flow velocity was thus calculated as a mean of six measurements for each rabbit at each occasion. The reproducibility and intraindividual variation were tested by duplicate blinded measurements on 13 rabbits on two occasions. The coefficient of variation was found to be 8.8%.

Evaluation of stasis, aggregation, and segmental dilation. All the evaluations were made with the above equipment. Efforts were made to put the focus to the same area of conjunctiva on each eye of all the rabbits. The area investigated was always 9 mm² in each eye and always included the arterioli of the third order belonging to the anterior conjunctival artery. Observations were always made on both eyes in each individual rabbit.

Stasis was defined as a condition in which the cellular elements were retained as a mass of blood cells interrupting flow (12). Stasis was classified into the following four groups: (1) no stasis; (2) presence of portions of stased blood flow in vessels with diameter < 20 µm or a flow velocity of < 300 µm/s in the capillaries; (3) presence of continuously stased blood flow in vessels with a diameter < 20 µm or extremely slow flow velocity in the capillaries; and (4) presence of continuously stased blood in the whole corneal plexus network (vessels beyond arterioli of the third degree).

Aggregation was defined as the presence of clumps of cells that are sufficiently cohesive to circulate as a solid mass (12). Aggregation was classified into the following four groups: (1) no aggregation; (2) occasional presence of aggregates in the small microvessels with a diameter < 20 µm; (3) aggregates in up to 50% of the microvessels with a diameter < 30 µm; and (4) aggregation in > 50% of the microvessels with a diameter < 30 µm.

Segmental dilation was identified as irregularly dilated segments pre- or postcapillary with a length varying between 50 and 200 µm. More than one segmental dilation in each microvessel was never observed. This variable was classified as follows: (1) no segmental dilation; (2) segmental dilation in less than five vessels in the two areas (2 × 9 mm²) corresponding to the two eyes; and (3) segmental dilation in five or more of the vessels observed.

Measurement of cholesterol and lipid levels. Blood samples were drawn from an ear artery of each rabbit at 0, 3, 6, and 10 wk. After centrifugation, the plasma samples were analyzed for cholesterol and triglycerides using standard enzymatic procedures. The hyperlipidemic sera were diluted before the assay, and under the conditions used there was a linear relation between photometric response and amount of serum. Commercially available enzymatic assays (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) were used for the quantitations.

Ethics. The project was approved by the Animal Ethical Committee in Stockholm.

Statistical methods. All statistical analyses were performed by ANOVA. Parametric or nonparametric ANOVA was used when appropriate. The first analysis was always an overall ANOVA taking all the groups and measurements into account. If this analysis showed that the groups differed, between group differences were analyzed. Values are means±SEM unless otherwise stated.

Results

Lipid levels. During the experiment, the weight of the four sets of rabbits increased from an average of 2.6±0.1 to 3.4±0.1 kg. There was no significant difference between the groups. Plasma lipid levels increased in the two sets of rabbits given cholesterol and cholesterol/BHT-enriched pellets, whereas no increase in either cholesterol or triglycerides was seen in the plasma of the rabbits fed standard rabbit chow or pellets enriched with BHT only. The rabbits fed cholesterol-supplemented pellets increased their cholesterol values from 1.5±0.1 to 80.3±7.1 mmol/liter (Table 1) and triglycerides from 1.4±0.1 to 3.6±0.8 mmol/liter. The rabbits fed a supplement of both cholesterol and BHT increased from 1.4±0.2 to 85.4±5.7 mmol/liter in cholesterol (Table 1) and from 1.3±0.1 to 5.7±1.4 mmol/liter in triglycerides.
Controls

Table I. Effect of Dietary Cholesterol (1%), BHT (1%), and Cholesterol (1%)/BHT (1%) on Circulating Levels of Cholesterol in the Rabbits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cholesterol levels after different duration of treatment</th>
<th>mmol/liter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 wk</td>
<td>3 wk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls (n = 13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHT-treated (n = 5)</td>
<td>1.3±0.1</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol-treated (n = 13)</td>
<td>1.5±0.1</td>
<td>36.3±4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol/BHT-treated (n = 11)</td>
<td>1.4±0.2</td>
<td>38.8±5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means±SEM.

The arteriolar diameter in the control animals showed a slight increase during the 10 wk of observation (Fig. 4). The same tendency was also seen in the rabbits treated with BHT only and cholesterol/BHT (P < 0.05). In contrast, rabbits treated with cholesterol only had a clear decrease in arteriolar diameter when compared with both the control group and the initial level (P < 0.005). The arteriolar diameter in the animals fed BHT only was not different from that of the control animals (P > 0.05). No significant changes were seen in the average diameter of the venous vessels in any of the groups (results not shown).

There was an increased number of segmental dilations of the microvessels in the cholesterol-fed rabbits as compared with the controls (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 5). Similar findings were seen among the BHT/cholesterol-treated rabbits, but there was a tendency for fewer changes. However, the difference between the latter two groups did not reach statistical significance (P > 0.05). The capillary network became successively less dense with time among the cholesterol-fed animals, indicating a reduction in the number of visible capillaries. Less marked changes were observed in the rabbits fed cholesterol/BHT and were not seen at all in the control animals or in the animals treated with BHT only (latter results not shown).

**Discussion**

In this investigation we were able to study early microcirculatory changes through intravitral microscopy of conjunctival vessels in rabbits with a dietary-induced hyperlipidemia and to compare them with the microcirculation in rabbits on standard rabbit chow. Furthermore, we studied effects of the antioxidant BHT added to the same hypercholesterolemic diet as above.

Among the different microcirculatory parameters studied, blood flow velocity and arteriolar diameter are most accurately defined from a quantitative point of view. Degree of aggregation, occurrence of stasis, segmental dilation, and density of the capillary network are more difficult to evaluate in quantitative terms. It should be emphasized that all the different measurements and evaluations were made with the observer blinded with respect to the treatment.

After the first weeks of cholesterol feeding, we observed very distinct, consistent rheological changes that progressed during the course of the study. There was a dramatic decrease in the blood flow velocity of the conjunctival microcirculation. Blood flow velocity was determined in the conjunctival microcirculation (arterioli of the third order belonging to the anterior conjunctival artery) by the flying spot technique after different periods of time on control diet, diet containing 1% cholesterol, 1% BHT, and diet containing 1% cholesterol + 1% BHT. In each animal, the velocity was calculated as a mean of six independent measurements, three in each eye. Each value is the mean±SEM of all the animals in the group at the time given. The variation at time 0 was small enough to be contained within the symbol. For further experimental details, see Methods.
in blood flow velocity in the cholesterol group, accompanied by aggregation of cells in 40–50% of the small vessels (vessels smaller than arterioli of the third degree). Previously, an increased plasma viscosity as well as an increased tendency for white blood cells to adhere to the vessel walls have been described in rabbits on a high cholesterol diet (2). Also, transient thrombuslike structures formed by leukocytes were seen. Both Asano et al. (2) and Klimenko et al. (3) have reported that red blood cells seem to have an abnormal tendency to form sludges and aggregates in hypercholesterolemic rabbits. In the present study, the BHT-treated cholesterol-fed group had significantly higher blood flow and less aggregation, in spite of a lack of reduction of blood lipid levels, arguing against the contention that hyperlipidemia per se might cause these changes.

After about 3 wk of feeding, the capillary network started to become progressively sparse, a change that occurred convincingly only in the cholesterol group. This feature could possibly be because of increased vasoconstriction on the arteriolar side or to several unfilled (and thereby invisible) capillaries due to cell aggregation, resulting in high viscosity and compromised circulation. Granulocytes and monocytes may be trapped in the microcirculation, obstruct capillaries, and thereby induce a no-reflow phenomenon (13). This might also explain the stasis observed most prominently in the cholesterol-fed rabbits.

During the course of the study, the phenomenon of segmental dilation was observed in an increasing number of vessels, mainly in the arterioles. This finding might correspond to the previously described inequality of caliper, venular sacculations, and microaneurysms in rabbits fed cholesterol-enriched chow (3). The explanation for this phenomenon remains to be established, but could possibly be because of dysfunction or damage of the endothelial cells in the vessel wall.

Interestingly, the antioxidant BHT prevented a substantial part of the above-mentioned microcirculatory changes during cholesterol feeding. The very marked effects of BHT on arteriolar diameter, blood flow velocity, and aggregation during hyperlipidemic conditions strongly suggest that a substantial part of the cholesterol-induced changes in the microcirculation is due to oxidations that can be reversed by antioxidants. High levels of cholesterol in the circulation can be expected to be associated with high levels of cholesterol and fatty acid hydroperoxides and their products, which may be cytotoxic and/or vasoactive (for review see reference 6). Alternatively, these compounds may activate lipoxygenase systems with secondary formation of other active compounds. It has been reported that there is increased lipoxygenase activity in cholesterol-rich macrophages (14, 15). Activation of 5-lipoxygenase, for example, by cholesterol feeding might affect the formation of leukotrienes, important modulators of the microcirculatory flow (16, 17). The possibility must also be considered that some of the microcirculatory changes observed upon BHT treatment of cholesterol-fed rabbits are because of perturbations of prosta-
cyclin (PGI2) or thromboxane (TXA2) formation. We have previously found decreased prostacyclin production in cholesterol-fed rabbits (18, 19).

The decreased arteriolar diameter observed in our model could be due to a changed vascular tonus (functional change), a change in the thickness of the wall (structural change), or both. A changed vascular tonus might be a result of the defective regulation of vascular relaxation that has been reported previously under hyperlipidemic conditions (1, 4, 20, 21). It is known that the endothelium-dependent vasodilation is re-

---

**Figure 2.** Occurrence of stasis in the conjunctival microcirculation in the four different groups. The occurrence of stasis in the conjunctival microcirculation was evaluated from observations on both eyes in each individual rabbit (n = 42) after different periods of time on the four different diets. Efforts were made to put the focus to the same area of conjunctiva on each eye of all the rabbits. The classification of the degree of stasis was as described in Methods. Group 1, white box; group 2, dotted box; group 3, hatched box; and group 4, black box.

**Figure 3.** Effect of the four diets on aggregation of erythrocytes in the conjunctival microcirculation. The aggregation of erythrocytes in the conjunctival microcirculation was evaluated from observations on both eyes in each individual rabbit (n = 42) after different periods of time on the four diets. Efforts were made to put the focus to the same area of conjunctiva on each eye of all the rabbits. Aggregation was classified as described in Methods. Group 1, white box; group 2, dotted box; group 3, hatched box; and group 4, black box.
duced rapidly when exposed to oxidized LDL (22, 23). This may be because of reduced synthesis and/or increased degradation of EDRF (23). Thus, there may be a link between circulating lipid hydroperoxides and EDRF. We have found that cholesterol-treated rabbits have relatively high circulating levels of oxidized lipids as compared with rabbits treated with cholesterol/BHT (5), and higher levels of EDRF may then be expected in the latter animals.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated definite and marked changes in the microvascular system of the conjunctiva in hyperlipidemic rabbits. Such marked changes were present in all rabbits that developed atherosclerotic lesions. Antioxidants such as probucol or BHT have been demonstrated previously to have antiatherogenic effects (5, 6, 24). Although blood lipid levels remained unchanged, most of the microcirculatory changes in our study were prevented or delayed in the presence of BHT. Thus, it is tempting to suggest that oxidative mechanisms are important not only for modification of lipoproteins but also for modulation of microcirculation. Further studies are needed to clarify the possible relationship between microcirculatory changes and development of atherosclerosis.
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